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the control of other people, of our future intentions. If the Lords fail 1910
ttf accept our policy, or decline to consider it when it is formally presented Age 57
to the House, we shall feel it our duty immediately to tender advice to
the Crown as to the steps which will hare to be taken if that policy is to
receive statutory effect in this Parliament. What the precise terms of
that advice will be, it will, of course, not be right for me to say now,
but if we do not find ourselves in a position to ensure that statutory
effect will be given to this policy in this Parliament, we shall then either
resign our offices or recommend a dissolution of Parliament. And let
me add this : that in no case would we recommend Dissolution except
under such conditions as will secure that in the new Parliament the
judgment of the people as expressed in the election will be carried into
law." (House of Commons, 14th April, 1910.)
The allusion in this statement to " the steps which will have to
be taken if that policy is to receive statutory effect in this Parlia-
ment " included not only the use of the Royal Prerogative, but the
possibility of a Referendum, for that, too, was being discussed by
the Cabinet at this time, and in his last letter to the King at Biarritz,
Asquith speaks of " a Bill being drafted for that purpose."1
Though all the possible alternatives are left open in this statement,
it is not difficult to infer from it what would have been the course of
events if King Edward's life had been prolonged. Asquith would
have acquiesced in the King's view that another reference to the
electors was necessary before the Parliament Bill became law, and
failing a referendum—which he was willing to explore as a possi-
bility, but very unlikely to have accepted as the actual solution—
have asked from King Edward the same understanding that he
asked from his successor, viz., that if the electors gave a sufficient
majority for the policy, means would be provided to carry it into
law. The opinion has been expressed by King Edward's biographer
that his son and successor was " constitutionally correct in accepting
the advice tendered to him by his Ministers," instead of embarking
upon a line of action of which no man could have foreseen the out-
come, and all indications suggest that this would have been King
Edward's conclusion if he had been called upon to decide the issue.
In spite of his opinion that the Government policy was " the *
destruction of the House of Lords," the King recognised that it
would have to go on the Statute-book if beyond all reasonable douH
it had been approved by the electors, but as proof of this he required
an election definitely on that policy, after it had been set out in
detail and laid before Parliament and the country. In proposing
this condition, he must necessarily have led Asquith to suppose th#fc
* Li/e of King Eduwrd, p, 710.

